Veltron
(Power Steering Fluid)

Recommended for all vehicles which is inclusive but not limited for Cars, Heavy duty vehicles
and others.
Power Steering Fluid provides excellent wear protection. Its fully synthetic formulation delivers better
lubricity and reduced friction, resulting in cooler operating temperatures, longer component life and
quieter operation. Power Steering Fluid is formulated with a high viscosity index. Its low pour point
ensures immediate lubrication at startup and in cold temperatures, yet it resists thermal breakdown and
maintains maximum protection in high temperatures.
Most power steering systems use a belt-driven pump to provide hydraulic pressure to the system. The
pump, usually a rotary vane pump, is driven by the vehicle’s engine. As the speed of the engine
increases, the pressure in the hydraulic fluid also increases, necessitating the incorporation of a relief
valve to allow excess pressure to be bled away. While the power steering is not being used (driving in a
straight line), twin hydraulic lines provide equal pressure to both sides of the steering wheel gear. When
torque is applied to the steering wheel, the hydraulic lines provide unequal pressures, providing
assistance in turning the wheels in the intended direction. Other modern hydraulic power steering
systems include an electronic pressure valve which can reduce the hydraulic pressure of the power
steering lines as the vehicle’s speed increases. This is known as variable assist power steering
Meets the specifications of;
 GM 9985010
 Chrysler MS-1872
 Chrysler MS-5931
 Ford M2C195-A
 Mercedes Benz PN 00 989 8803
 Saab PN 30 09 800
 Subaru PN K0Z09A0080
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Veltron
(Power Steering Fluid)

Typical Product Performance
Characteristics

Power Steering Fluid

Density @15 C, kg/l
Pour Point, C
Flash Point, C

0.8345
-18
228

Kinematic Viscosity, cSt
@ 40 C
@ 100 C
TBN

19.57
4.25
16

The product typical may change without notice. However, the performance of the product would meet & exceed the
requirements.

Features and Benefits
 Helps prevent leaks, squeals, rust and corrosion
 Protects seals and hoses
 Smoothens power steering operation
 Resists foaming tendency
 Provides excellent protection against fluid oxidation
 Helps prevent high-temperature steering fade
 Helps prevent difficult low-temperature steering
 Greater heat resistance
 Helps prevent high-temperature boil-over
 Helps prevent leakage and squealing

Recommended Oil Interval Changes
The Power Steering Fluid is recommended to be changed in every 50,000km. Power Steering Fluid is
especially suitable for the latest vehicles with extended drain intervals or vehicles with oil monitoring
systems that vary oil drain intervals.
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